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EXPECTATION, PSYCHOKINETICS
AND MANIFESTATION

EXPECTATION AND MANIFESTATION

Expectation (particularly the subconscious type) is absolutely vital for the construction of physical objects and events from subconscious inner data flows. It is also vital when this internal data is sifted and categorized, within the framework of the individual’s personal belief system.

This individual belief system has developed and polarized over the years based upon the successes the individual has experienced in his or her life. It is the expectation, based on this belief system that enables the individual to manifest situations, events and material objects.

For example, if a person absolutely knows that they are naturally unlucky then they will never be able to successfully manifest “luck” events.

Expectation characterizes the belief system of the individual and portrays the innermost aspects of his or her personality. It represents the psychic building blocks from which the physical constructions will be successfully constructed.

Expectations are basically formed from your emotions. If you can develop “emotional excitement” about potential physical constructions (such as events) then you will find it much easier to manifest that which you desire.

Individuals who are temporarily “emotionally burnt out” will simply not be able to manifest in a satisfactory manner. In fact the reverse might happen. That is, events that you don’t want may materialize.
It is therefore vital that you keep in touch with your emotions and if you should feel yourself becoming emotionally “bogged down” then it is time to take a break from your everyday activities and give yourself time to recover. Seth* indicates that a person’s expectations are the result of their emotional heritage….and their own ability to understand and manipulate that heritage.

(* SETH was a channeled spirit through Jane Roberts whose books sold over 7 million copies. Seth has been called the greatest spiritual teacher of our time and you can learn more here)

Each and every individual is constantly receiving a stream of inner data and the individual will accept data only that is in line with their personal expectations. If a person wants to change their fate then mere desire is not enough…it is expectation that will cause the manifestation of desires into reality. It is actually expectation that triggers inner data into physical construction.

An expectation of success will encourage success, whereas an expectation of danger will attract dangerous circumstances to the individual.

Expectation is the force that triggers psychic realities into physical realities.

Your expectations have a dramatic effect on your life. If, for example you believe that wealthy people are inherently “bad” and have obtained their wealth by fraudulent means, then in the event that you should suddenly acquire a large windfall (maybe from a lotto win) you will probably find that you lose most of it fairly rapidly, due to your expectation and belief system. This has happened many times in Australia to people who have suddenly won, then flitted away several million dollars......and in a short period of time gone broke.
MATTER AND ANTIMATTER

All the physical objects that you see around you are constructed of energy. The atoms and subatomic particles that are part of the furniture that you have in your lounge are originally formed from energy quantums. The fact that your furniture appears to be “solid” is an illusion created by your outer senses. The matter constructing your furniture is actually switching on and off at too fast a rate for your senses to perceive. And as you know the space between the individual atoms of your furniture is vast….comparable with the spaces between the planets in our solar system. In actual fact there is almost no solidity in your furniture…..the construction is mainly empty space….with the illusion of solidity.

Seth says that there are as many intervals when our world does not exist as there are intervals when it does exist. That is, matter as we know it is switching on and off for equal periods. He explains that when it is switched off it is in the “antimatter” mode…..something that our scientists have been aware of for quite some time. Material in our field is composed of constant energy pulsations…half the time it is switched “on”…..and half the time switched “off”. Each new pulsation is an energy burst which manifests itself as matter. The basic underlying energy is always present but switches itself from “negative” to “positive” in the same manner that alternating current in Australia switches from negative to positive 50 times a second.

Seth refers to the “negative” interval where one pulsation had vanished from our reality and is about to be replaced by another. There is obviously as much negative matter (antimatter) as there is positive matter. Our particular reality universe is made up of positive matter and we have no real inkling of how the equal but opposite negative universe behaves.

Seth regards all material as energy which manifests in our physical world into patterns which have been prepared for it either by individual consciousness or by mass universal consciousness. Our
own outer senses react too slowly to perceive the on/off energy pulsations as the quantums of energy that create material rhythmically disappear completely and are replaced by new quantum particles.

We do not perceive the negative component of matter….only the positive.

Antimatter (negative matter) exists simultaneously with our universe and clearly would produce anti-gravity effects as we know them. It is believed that if a lump of anti-matter and ordinary positive matter collide, they would neutralize themselves in a massive explosion.

Basically matter is created and manipulated by psychic means, something that our scientists are now starting to suspect. This process operates in the subconscious realm at a level that we are not consciously aware of. The conscious mind usually has no knowledge of this process and it is almost impossible for the conscious mind to interfere with this process.

Seth considers that consciousness awareness of subconscious manipulation of matter may arise in a manner that causes the subconscious to follow the desires of the conscious mind if emotional expectation and desire are present. In this scenario the conscious desires must be parallel and resonant with subconscious expectations, along with sufficient emotional yearning. For the above to happen then the communication between the conscious and subconscious must be of a high order. This can obviously happen during deep alpha/theta meditation states.

By itself a conscious desire to achieve a specific goal may conflict with the desires and expectations of the subconscious, in which case it is unlikely that the goal will be achieved. Where the emotional need is strong and there is no conflict then the materialization of the desire is more likely, over a period of time.
The combination of thought, expectation, emotion and desire creates form which is created by subconscious manipulation of the basic energy units of the universe.

It is for this reason that if you focus strongly on some desired event in your future it is likely to happen, given that you add the necessary emotional yearning and expectation.

Matter as we know it is merely energy units converted into solid perceptible items that we can either perceive via our physical senses or measure on scientific instruments.

Once again this matter is not permanent as we understand the meaning of “permanent”, but switches itself on and off at a vibrational rate so rapid that we cannot perceive the “off” states.

If you look around you every single item that you see is switching itself on and off. It spends as much time in the anti-matter state as it does in the positive matter state that you perceive. Matter is not permanent.....it only appears to be so.

If you are able to enter an out-of-body state you will notice that everything you see in this state appears to have a glowing vibrational quality. That is, you are aware of the molecular vibrational qualities of the object matter you are observing. It is almost as if you are aware of the individual atoms from which the object is constructed. It is a very strange eerie feeling and can leave quite an awesome impression.

As matter is constantly being created then what we perceive as physical growth of a living structure is not growth at all, but a constantly updating reconstruction of the structure to a newer slightly updated pattern or form. Your entire human body is constantly being updated into a new template which as time goes by tends to disintegrate so that you appear to age. My understanding of the Seth material is that as this template loses its initial psychic impetus then the template loses its “initial sharp focus” and starts to “fray around the edges”. The body then deteriorates and loses its initial sharply defined form. As death nears in old age the template disintegrates significantly and noticeably.
The initial psychic energy behind the original pattern weakens which causes the physical pattern to blur. Each recreation of the pattern becomes less perfect until the sharpness of the original pattern is completely lost.

It can be compared to placing a good quality photo on a photocopier and making a sharp copy. This copy is then placed on the photocopier and a copy made “of the copy”. If you do this 20-30 times all definition is lost and the picture in the end might only just be recognizable.

To sum up, matter is the result of molecular composition.....the molecules being converted from pure energy by psychic pressure. This is triggered at a subconscious level by expectation, emotion and desire.

The creation and manipulation of matter might be considered as a psychokinetic event.

If you look around your lounge room and view the separate items of furniture, you will observe that the space between the items appears to be empty air. In fact the empty spaces are full of the same molecules as those constructing the furniture. It is simply that you have not subconsciously created a construction in this empty space.

Seth indicates that physical objects are really arbitrary designations given to specific collections of atoms and molecules as a whole.

There are many cases whereby you create or dissolve a construction without conscious knowledge. Occasionally you become aware of this psychokinetic feeling and it can be emotionally uncomfortable. These PK events are happening to you constantly but unless you pay specific attention to them then they will not impinge upon your consciousness.

Lately I have become increasingly aware of these sometimes quite startling events.

Recently I tried to locate a portable compass which I knew for certain was in an airline carry-bag which I had beside my bed. I tipped
the contents of this bag out on the bed and was highly puzzled that
the compass was not there. I had placed it in the bag the night before.
In the finish I gave up looking.

The next morning when I woke up I remembered my search for
the compass so I got out of bed and tipped the contents of the bag out
again. Sure enough....the compass was there, exactly where it should
have been. There were very few items in the bag and the compass was
a fairly large shiny metal encased object so there was no way I could
have missed it.

This incident was particularly startling as I had only that day
read a chapter in a Seth book explaining how this happened. I can
only assume that my subconscious wanted to reinforce this vital piece
of knowledge and was “kind” enough to supply a real-life example!

A similar incident happened several years ago while I was at a
casino in Melbourne.

I had gone up to my hotel room to have a shower and change
clothes. When I came back down to the casino I bought a bucket of
dollar coins from the cash window and proceeded to play a bank of
jackpot machines. Suddenly the machines started to pay and I scored
two small jackpots in less than 5 minutes. I then moved to another
machine and had the strange impression that my consciousness was
“connecting” with it.

At that point I realized I was tensed up and decided to light a
cigarette. I put the cigarette in my mouth and felt in my pocket for my
lighter. I suddenly realized that I had changed my trousers and did
not have the lighter with me. I cursed to myself as I didn’t want to
leave the machine and search for a place to buy a lighter. As I stood
there wondering what to do I put my hand in the coin bucket to feed
more coins in the machine.....and I felt something different in my
hand. I looked down in amazement to find a small black cigarette
lighter which I used to light the cigarette. I then looked long and hard
at this lighter. It was small and black. I never buy a black lighter
because they are too hard to find. And I always buy the larger type for the same reason.

At that point my Chinese girlfriend arrived and I told her what had happened. She just looked at me in an unsurprised way and said…. “well, you’re always materializing things so it doesn’t amaze me much”……..

I quizzed her about that statement later on and she told me that I was always losing and finding things unexpectedly. She said this was a well known phenomena in China and that there was a Chinese name for it (I’ve forgotten what this was). Anyway she was not at all surprised that I had materialized a lighter when I emotionally needed one.

I found all this extremely puzzling especially when I thought back to when I was a child and I was always finding money (in the form of coins) on the footpath. Dozens of people had walked by but I was apparently the only one who found coins. My parents and Aunties thought this very strange and so did I.

It wasn’t until I became absorbed in the Seth material in later life that I realized these events always occurred when I had a deep emotional necessity and burning desire.

I have slowly come to understand that our belief system causes us psychic imprisonment.

An absolute blind faith in the reality we perceive around us can cause this.

In fact our individual belief systems came originally from our parents and peer groups…..who got their belief system off their parents and peer groups…and so on.

What is very obvious to me is that in some cases an individual’s belief system can be traced back 4-5 generations. That is.....80-100 years!! The family chain has never opened its collective mind to new knowledge. You can see plenty of examples of this around you. Makes you stop and think, doesn’t it?
From all of the above you can get an idea of how psychokinetic manipulation can rearrange events in your life to your financial and emotional advantage. You can now also understand why individuals with a burning dedicated obsession sometimes achieve miraculous results.....sometimes even way above their own expectations.

"The particular aspects of your physical world are dependent upon your existence and focus within it. The physical universe does not contain physical objects of solidity to those entities whose existence is not within it. Other types of entities coexist within the same space that your world inhabits. They do not perceive your physical objects as their reality is composed of a different camouflage structure. These different realities in general do not interact except as various specific “points” where multiple realities coincide. These are points of “double reality” and contain great energy potential. They are known as coordinate points”...........

Seth indicates that there are 4 absolute coordinate points that intersect all realities. These points also act as channels through which energy flows into our reality. There are also a vast number of “subordinate” coordinate points.

Our space is filled with these points which supply the energy flow that enables us to transform thoughts and emotions into physical matter. When one of our emotional desires reaches a certain trigger intensity it automatically attaches itself to the nearest “power” point which supplies the core energy flow to manifest the event required.

These points impinge on time and space, as we know them. Physical constructions built at one of these main energy points will last vastly longer. The Great Pyramids were built on a main energy point. These points can be detected as there is a minor aberration of gravity in the immediate vicinity.

In fact there are a number of well documented spots around the world where gravity produces some strange visual effects. One would assume that these are strong coordinate points of concentrated energy.
There are a vastly greater number of the minor subordinate coordinate points which are the ones we normally react with. If houses are built or gardens planted in the vicinity of one of these points then beneficial health and growth results will be apparent.

The Chinese seem to have a handle on this and they employ specialized practitioners to identify the best places to construct a dwelling.

Some individuals are able to “sense” the presence of these points. That is, for no apparent reason they are “drawn” to a particular area.....it makes them feel “comfortable”. It is in the presence of these points that a person has the best chance of manifesting their desires. The points provide the necessary psychic energy to enable the manifestation with less emotional energy than would be required distant form one of these points.

At some point in their lives every individual has visited a locality and noticed a feeling of comfort, familiarity or sudden peacefulness. Or maybe while driving through an area in a car a particular spot seems to stand out.....for no obvious reason.

Your own emotional intensities will trigger one of these points into magnifying your thoughts....whether good or bad. Your emotional desire will suddenly resonate in the same manner a bell rings and resonates when struck.

These coordination points cause mental resonance which enables manifestation to occur.

Greater energy will therefore be added to the original thought or emotion, thereby facilitating its projection into physical reality.

Seth says that intense emotional thoughts exist as electromagnetic energy units which convert more easily into “matter” in the presence of a coordinate point.

.......... “Mental images, accompanied by strong emotion are the blueprint for the manifestation of a physical object, condition or event.”............
The intensity (or emotional yearning) determines how effectively and quickly the desired event will materialize. A person who is in a critical situation and has developed an urgent burning emotional necessity to relieve themselves of that situation, will often find that something happens quickly and “unexpectedly” that solves the problem.

The two factors that trigger this are the mental picture in their imagination of what they want the result to be and the actual emotional component fed into the desire. The human race is capable of mentally picturing and of deep emotion….something the animal kingdom is not usually capable of.

It seems to me that the emotional component of a human mind is the most profound facility that any living creature can possess.

The other vitally important facility is “intent”. The Unites States Military remote viewers discovered that Intent was vastly more profound than they ever realized. They eventually discovered that by using Intent they could access the matrix of timeless universal knowledge and retrieve information from the past, present or future with relative ease.

However the secret to achieving this was the very definite and precise use of Intent.

The process simply would not work without intent. Their discovery of just how important Intent was happened quite accidentally.

They had been experimenting with remote viewing at the Stanford Research Institute for some years and had evolved into giving the remote viewer (Ingo Swann) latitude and longitude coordinates of a geographical location to see if he could correctly identify what was at that point.

One day, quite by mistake, the “tasker” jumbled the coordinates as he wrote them down so Swann was presented with reference coordinates that were basically nonsense. To everyone’s stunned amazement Swann “captured” the correct target.
This experiment was repeated several times with the tasker allotting a random set of 6 numbers for each target, but clearly fixing in his mind that the number set belonged to a specific target. After some further months of experimentation it became clear that the only thing that mattered was the INTENT of the tasker when he prepared the targets.

Swann was able to latch on to the intent of the tasker and access the correct coordinate position in the universal matrix to retrieve information about the specific target. This turned the whole remote viewing research program on its ear....no longer did they need outbounder target viewers...all they needed to do was allot a set of random numbers to a target and it could be accessed reliably. All of the internet sites that contain remote viewing practice targets contain a set of numbers only. Sometimes you can click on an addition page to get a clue, but after you reach a certain level in remote viewing you don’t need to do this.

When somebody rings me and asks if I will do a remote view I stop their conversation immediately and ask them to write down on a piece of paper an exact description of the target....then allot a group of 6 numbers to it. I then ask them to read out the numbers to me. I had an occasion a while back where a client did this and I got an immediate impression of a gold ring. I asked if this target was in fact a gold ring. The client said that it was. When I did the remote view I gained the impression that the ring was located behind the leg of what looked like a bedroom table. I phoned this info to the client and within 60 seconds he had located the ring....it had fallen off the bedside table during the night and jammed itself behind one of the legs. He was of course totally delighted.

I was able to do this remote view only because of the mind-state of Intent.

Now, getting back to electromagnetic energy units:

The intensity is the core around which these units form and the more intense this core the quicker the event manifests. This will apply
to both positive and negative imagery so it is obviously vitally important that you do not dwell on negative imagery. If your mental imagery is intense and highly emotional you can expect the material event to manifest itself quite rapidly.....sometimes so rapidly that it could almost be classed as a “miracle”.

These materialization events will happen much more quickly if they are originated at or near an energy point. The coordinate points trigger the behavior of atoms and molecules and encourage their cooperation by forming into the required structures.

Our existence within this particular physical universe involves immersing ourselves within the most intense self-hypnotic trance state (both individually and collectively) whereby our conscious awareness is totally and utterly focused in a specific direction which effectively negates any possible awareness of other realities.

It becomes obvious from all of the above that such apparent aberrations as psychokinetic effects actually have a place in the overall scheme of things, even though our current physical laws do not appear to allow for them. Based on the above there appears to be no physical reason why a physical object could not suddenly be materialized in the space between armchairs in your lounge room. All the basic components for this already exist in that current blank space. The atoms and molecules are already in place. The universal energy is already flowing through it. All that is then required is the focused pressure effect of consciousness to enable the basic energy units to manifest themselves as the desired object.

We have seen macro PK effects produced that absolutely prove the existence of consciousness influence over matter......in the form of the PK spoon bending parties initiated by engineer Jack Houck in the U.S.A. The “parties” have spread throughout the world and require the presence of a group of people who through emotional manipulation develop a “mind-lock” whereby their minds tend to lock together to enable the necessary group consciousness state which will affect the molecular structure of metal in such a manner that it
appears to soften. At this point the metal can be bent easily and sometimes even bends by itself. The group then progresses on to bend one-inch diameter metal bars that would normally be impossible to bend by hand pressure alone.

This group consciousness effect is also evoked for fire-walking sessions whereby participants can walk over burning coals without burning their feet.

The above two PK examples prove conclusively that the effects of consciousness can override some laws of physics, which we have always assumed to be absolute.

With the advent of quantum physics and the Superstring theory scientist now realize that all is not what it seems. Indeed, some of the scientific community have realized that there are so many flaws in our scientific assumptions that we might have to go back to ground-zero and start from the beginning again.

The next 50 years are going to be fascinating as the populations slowly realize that this “Seth” character was not only way ahead of his time......but that he was right!!!